


 
No enterprise in the non-profit world can accomplish much without the enlightened, altruistic 
cooperation of its benefactors. The Reel Thing has been privileged to enjoy the generous support of 
the professional community since its inception. The organizers of The Reel Thing would like to 
recognize and thank all the individuals and organizations who contributed their considerable skills, 
energy and enthusiasm to the symposium.  As always, we thank our presenters, who share their 
knowledge and experience in this symposium. And we would like to recognize the following 
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The Reel Thing is made possible by the active and engaged support of some of the most important 
and innovative companies in the archival field. These firms work side by side with archivists and 
asset managers to constantly raise the standard of preservation and restoration, and to find new 
ways to insure that moving images from public collections and the private sector will retain their 
quality and remain accessible as a resource for future generations. We offer our gratitude for their 
indispensable sponsorship of AMIA and The Reel Thing. 
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T  H  E 

R  E  E  L    T  H  I  N  G    X XXI 

T h e  Linwood  Dunn  T h e a t e r 
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 

 
Wednesday, August 21, 2013 

6:30pm   Reception 
7:30pm    Screening 

 
All That Jazz 

(Fosse, 20th Century-Fox, 1978) 
 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 
8:00am:  Doors open – coffee will be served 

��

9:00am 
Introduction, Welcome, and a Special Screening 

��

Fully-Automated Film Preservation and Restoration for B&W films 
Michael Wilder, Image Trends 

��

Update on DOTS Archival Media, and A Solution for the Digital Dilemma 
Rob Hummel, Dan Rosen, Group 47 

 
��

B R E A K 
��

Miniman, the Early Television Foundation and Color Receiver  
Prototype #3 (Part 2) 

and 
In the Lobby: The Impact of Immediate Post World War II Television 

Ralph Sargent, Film Technology Company 
 
��

LUNCH 
��

All That Jazz:  A Restoration in Three Acts 
Michael Pogorzelski, Academy Film Archive, Schawn Belston 20th C. Fox 
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The Timeline of Historical Film Colors and the DIASTOR Project 
Barbara Flueckiger, University of Zurich 

��

B R E A K 
 

When Camp Turned Technicolor: Scopitones in Hollywood 
Jayson Wall, The Walt Disney Company 
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The Wet and the Dry – The Case for Immersion Scanning 
 

Davide Pozzi, L’Immagine Ritrovata and Simon Lund, Cineric 
 
��

Thursday, August 22, 2013 
 

               7:00pm:  Dessert Reception 
8:00pm:  Screening 

 
Alamo Bay (Louis Malle, Columbia, 1985) 

Introduction by Curtis Clark 
 
��

Friday, August 23, 2013 
8:00am – Doors open, coffee will be served 

��

9:00am 
Introduction and Screening 

��

Preserving Disney's Animated Short Films 
(Flowers and Trees, 1932; The Old Mill, 1937; Toot Whistle Plunk and Boom, 1953) 

Theo Gluck, The Walt Disney Studios 
 
��

 
Restoring the 1957 Academy Award-winning documentary Albert Schweitzer 

and 
A New Threat to Our Film Heritage:  Economic Elimination 

Thomas Bakels, Alpha-Omega Digital 
 
��





BREAK 
 
��

Roots and Stems:  Superior Practice in Remastering Stereophonic Cinema 
Ellis Burman, Audio Mechanics 
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Self-Service Preservation 
Steve Kochak, Deluxe Media Services 

��

LUNCH 
 
��

Reconstructing Bruce Conner’s Crossroads:  The Exploding Digital Inevitable 
Ross Lipman, UCLA Film and Television Archive 

��

What Dilemma? A Realistic Approach to Digital Archiving 
Larry Blake, Swelltone Labs 

��

BREAK 
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4K, Image Quality and the Cinematographer 
John Bailey, ASC and Curtis Clark, ASC 
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T  H  E 
R  E  E  L    T  H  I  N  G   X X X I 

 
T h e   Linwood Dunn T h e a t e r  

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
 

Wednesday, August 21, 20 
6:30pm   Opening Night Reception 

 7:30pm   Screening 
 

All That Jazz 

The new, 4K restoration!  
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Thursday, August 22, 2013 

8:00am:  Doors open – coffee will be served 

��

9:00am 

Introduction, Welcome, and a Special Screening 



FUJIFILM RECORDING FILM for Digital Separation ETERNA-RDS 35mm Type 4791(PET) 
is the world’s first archive film designed especially for laser film recording. The award was given 
to FUJIFILM Corporation* for the design and development of ETERNA-RDS for use in the 
archival preservation of film and digital images. 

©A.M.P.A.S.®

*2012 Scientific and Engineering Award presented to FUJIFILM 
Corporation, Hideyuki Shirai, Katsuhisa Oozeki and Hiroshi Hirano

FUJIFILM, EXPECT INNOVATION and ETERNA-RDS are trademarks of FUJIFILM Corporation and its affiliates.
© 2013 FUJIFILM North America Corporation and its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Fujifilm_AcademyAwardAd.indd   1 6/21/13   11:44 AM
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Fully-Automated Film Preservation and Restoration for B&W films 
Michael Wilder, Image Trends 

 
“Black ICE”™ is a technology that automatically restores the underlying image content where surface 
defects, scratches, and dust has obscured the pixels. An overview of the technology, workflow,  hardware 
and software processes and results will be presented. Still images and clips showing before-after 
comparisons will be included in the presentation. This technology has been implemented on a 
manufacturer’s variation of the Lasergraphics’ Director Scanner.  At 2k, the device can scan approximately 
ten black and white frames per second.  4K scans can be generated at approximately five frames per second.  
The output of the scanner is processed images whose defects have been corrected or reduced significantly 
along with a defect map used in subsequent advanced software processing.    
The images can be further processed using the multiple channels created using different illuminations to 
remove the  residual artifacts.  This is a computationally intensive, complex procedure implemented in C++ 
and can be done as a post process or in parallel to the scanning in a multi-processor environment.    
The additional processing creates an image that is free of surface defects by removing the image content 
(leakage).  Similar to Digital ICE® which uses an IR channel to find the defects, the illumination used to find 
the defects for Black ICE will create a defect map image with some image content and edges.  Creating a 
clean defect image with precise location and intensity information is essential.  Determining what is image 
leakage is a multi-step process.  All of these essential elements of the technology are required to solve the 
difficult problem of surface defect correction in black and white negative and positive films. 
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Update on DOTS Archival Media, and A Solution for the Digital Dilemma 
Rob Hummel, Dan Rosen, Group 47 

 
In conversations with the National Archives (NARA) and the Library of Congress, archivists are firm in their 
conviction that the only successful archival methods over the centuries have involved media where you can 
“see” the information, and that the method to see the information is not complex.   With visual 
technologies such as photographic prints, negatives and text documents on paper, one can look directly at 
the medium to access the information.  With all magnetic media and complex optical storage, a machine 
and software are required to read and translate the data into a human-observable and comprehensible 
form.  If the machine or software is obsolete or lost, the data is likely to be lost as well. DOTS™ is designed 
to ensure both those preservation and comprehension demands can be met. 
 
DOTS™ is the only digital storage designed to be read with any imaging system employing standard image 
processing techniques.  Data is recorded visually on patented phase-change metal alloy tape at a 
microscopic density that rivals the capacity of current magnetic tapes.  DOTS™ can record data, visible text, 
and imagery on the same media.  Using a visible method to represent the data ensures that as long as 
cameras and imaging devices are available, the information will always be recoverable. 
 
DOTS™ is archival for no less than 100 years.  It is non-magnetic, chemically inert, immune to 
electromagnetic fields (including EMP), and can be stored in normal office environments or extremes 
ranging from -9º to 66º C (16º to 150º F) removing significant challenges and costs found in magnetic media.  
DOTS™ is “write-once, read-many” storage, and supports the same external compression and data 
encryption as magnetic tapes. DOTS™ is supported by NARA and the US intelligence community as a 
robust, archival solution for the storage of both unclassified and classified US government data. 
 
DOTS™ eliminates the need for the current practice of making new copies of magnetic tapes every 3 to 5 
years in order to preserve 100% of targeted digital assets.  
 



This update from Group 47 will include progress made in the methodology for reading and writing to DOTS 
Visual Metal Alloy storage media.  A detailed presentation will be made of a unique method for storing 
images to the DOTS media which is robust to the challenges of read/write bit errors and “bit rot” faced by 
magnetic storage media. 
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Miniman, the Early Television Foundation and Color Receiver Prototype #3 (Part 2) 
and 

In the Lobby: The Impact of Immediate Post World War II Television 
Ralph Sargent, Film Technology Company 

 
When last we left "Miniman, the ETF and Color Receiver Prototype #3," Nick Williams (Miniman) and Steve 
McVoy (founder of the Early Television Foundation) faced disaster when the last working prototype color 
picture tube cracked and became inoperable. Find out how this heart-breaking soap-opera came to a happy 
ending. Did the chassis ever work? What was CPA and what did it look like? How did it figure in the 
development of NTSC and the first mass-produced color television set, The Merrill? Tune in tomorrow…. 
The second portion of this talk will include a quick discussion of the immediate post-World War 2 
television sets on display in the lobby of the Dunn Theater and how their introduction changed the face of 
world-wide news, education and entertainment forever. 
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LUNCH 

��

All That Jazz:  A Restoration in Three Acts 
Michael Pogorzelski, Academy Film Archive, Schawn Belston 20th C. Fox 
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This presentation is a case study not only about the preservation process around one film, Bob Fosse’s 
1979 musical All That Jazz, it’s also about the process of restoration in the photochemical era, the digital 
era, the evolving relationships between studios and archives over the last fifteen years, and a cautionary 
tale about how restorationists can get it wrong. (But given time, can get it right) 
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The Timeline of Historical Film Colors and the DIASTOR Project 

Barbara Flueckiger, University of Zurich 

More than a year ago the database Timeline of Historical Film Colors was published online as a 
result of Barbara Flueckiger’s studies in the framework of her research project “Film History Re-
mastered” funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation. This free online resource aims at 
providing comprehensive information about several hundred color processes that were invented 
during the course of film history. In addition to an overview with basic information consisting of a 
bibliography and scans from original film prints, the database offers detailed information on most 
of these processes including a short description, a great variety of scans and original illustrations, 
original technical papers, secondary sources, a filmography, links and downloads. At the end of 
May 2013 a new version was published which allows authors, film historians, restoration experts 
and archivists to contribute directly.  



BluWave Audio
is a proud sponsor of

AMIA and The Reel Thing

filmmakersdestination.com



Very recently we started the applied research project DIASTOR in collaboration with Disney 
Research Zurich, the ETH Zurich and several partners from the private sector including the 
Cinémathèque Suisse. In this project we will work directly with the knowledge gathered in this 
resource and develop it further based on several restoration and digitization case studies with a 
variety of color film stock. As a result DIASTOR is involved in the restoration of Das Cabinet des Dr. 
Caligari by the Friedrich-Wilhelm-Murnau-Stiftung in Wiesbaden, currently under way under the 
supervision of Anke Wilkening at L`Immagine Ritrovata in Bologna. The DIASTOR research team 
investigates differently tinted and toned nitrate prints regarding their color schemes and the 
application of the various tints and tones. 

Links 

Timeline of Historical Film Colors: http://zauberklang.ch/filmcolors/ 

Abstract “Film History Re-mastered”, research database of the University of Zurich: 
http://www.research-projects.uzh.ch/p15584.htm 

Research Project DIASTOR: http://www.diastor.ch 
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SIMON DANIEL SOUND
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When Camp Turned Technicolor: Scopitones in Hollywood 
Jayson Wall, The Walt Disney Company 

 
The history of Scopitones in America is a twisted tale full of strippers, sex, the music industry, “C” list 
entertainers, bad business decisions and Miss Burbank of 1948, Debbie Reynolds.  Nothing more than a 
short-lived fad in the States, Scopitones have fallen into obscurity, largely unknown to the general public, 
yet the 800 plus films produced have a strong cult like following today. 
 
Scopitone jukeboxes first arrived in Europe sometime in early 1960 and quickly became a huge sensation 
throughout France.  Like the Mills Panoram visual jukebox that was introduced before WW II, which 
showed “Soundies” of Jazz artists, Scopitones were basically the same idea. For 25 cents a play, you could 
enjoy 2 ½ to 3 minutes of a song-and-dance performance projected in 16mm inside a jukebox with a 26-inch 
viewing screen on top of the cabinet. The original “Soundies” were black and white with optical soundtracks 
and customers had no freedom of choice on specific selections. By contrast, Scopitones were in color with 
high fidelity magnetic sound and customers could pick up to 36 selections instead of taking a chance on 
whatever happened to be next on the reel. 
 
By early 1964, Scopitones landed in America during the British Invasion and secured around 250 locations 
coast to coast, mainly in cocktail lounges and bowling alleys. It was a novelty for the adult crowd in their 
30’s and 40’s who grew up with Seeburg and Wurlitzer jukeboxes in their youth. As installations continued 
to grow throughout the summer of 1964, the need for more home grown product with American recording 
stars also grew. Companies such as Color Sonics, Continental and other independents produced films 
during this time, but there was one production company which had the biggest impact on Scopitones in 
states. Harman-EE Productions, which was owned by Debbie Reynolds and managed by ex-Columbia 
Pictures V.P. Irving Briskin, signed a 5 year deal with Tel-A-Sign, the parent company of Scopitone in late 



1964 to produce 48 musical films per year. These films would be shown exclusively at Scopitone locations, 
backed by huge promotions for each new release.  
 
Harman-EE Productions was the “M-G-M” of Scopitone producers. Shot in Hollywood and Las Vegas, they 
had bright and vivid art direction, costumes, and high-gloss production style that only a budget of $10,000 
per film could allow. Performers like Della Reese, Bobby Vee, Frank Sinatra, Jr., Vikki Carr, Lou Rawls and 
Neil Sedaka all appeared in these musical films for Harman-EE----along with a good number of bikini clad 
“dancers” showing generous amounts of T & A on screen.  Many of these dancers were professionals that 
worked in go-go clubs on the Sunset Strip or Elvis Presley films of the era.  Others came from burlesque, 
strip clubs, or just happen to be a “girlfriend” of someone in the mob. Regardless, sex was a major selling 
point of these films, which often featuring close-ups of breasts, legs, butts and even crotches as an over the 
hill performer like Kay Starr belted out an old hit like “Wheel Of Fortune” over this imagery.  
 
By mid 1966, about 2,000 Scopitone jukeboxes were on location coast to coast, with plans to double that 
number within a year, but it was never meant to be. There are many reasons why Scopitones died quickly in 
America, but the biggest blow was the changing tastes of the country during the mid to late 60’s. Perhaps 
the lack of any true Rock and Roll singer or group producing films to push Scopitones out of the novelty 
stage was badly needed. This idea was rejected by the powers that be who still felt that Rock music was 
nothing more than a fad even 12 years after Rock Around The Clock topped the charts in 1954. 
 
Only 73 Scopitones produced by Harman-EE Productions were made between 1965 –1966. Amazingly, these 
were all shot in 35mm on Kodak 5251 stock, and 68 were printed in 16mm dye transfer Technicolor.  Over 
the years the original camera negatives, master tracks and printing elements of the Harman-EE produced 
Scopitones have been misplaced or lost. Today we are only left with as a record of this craze the surviving 
16mm prints in the hands of collectors and archives. 
 
The Reel Thing XXXI is happy to present a rare screening of 9 of the very best (or worst) Harman-EE 
produced Scopitones in 16mm dye transfer Technicolor and mono magnetic sound.  They are cheesy, 
campy, sexist, and outlandish, but they are truly a slice of pop culture Americana which we will never see 
the likes of again. 
 
 Titles:  Joi Lansing "The Silencer"  – Production number S-1053; Jody Miller "The Race Is On" – Production 
number S-1023; Sonny King "I Cried For You" -  Production number S-1033; Freddie Bell & Roberta Linn "For 
You"  -  Production number S-1019; Debbie Reynolds "If I Had A Hammer"  -  Production number S-1013; 
Buddy Greco "The Lady is a Tramp"  -  Production number S-1030; January Jones "I Love Being Here With 
You"  -  Production number S-1059; Neil Sedaka "Calendar Girl"  -  Production number S-1063; Joi Lansing 
"The Web Of Love"  -  Production number S-1057 
 
 16mm prints courtesy of Jayson Wall. 
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The Wet and the Dry – The Case for Immersion Scanning 
Davide Pozzi, L’Immagine Ritrovata and Simon Lund, Cineric 

 
A Brief History of Wetgate Printing:  "Liquid Gate" refers to a printing or scanning process where the film is 
immersed in a liquid that has the same refractive index as the base of the film. All materials have an optical 
density, and if two materials have distinct density, when light passed from one to the other, it bends. Glass, 
air and water all have distinct density. Film base has an index of refraction that differs slightly from air.  If 
the base or the surface of the emulsion has been abraded, these defects scatter light and are captured in the 
reproduction process. Immersing the film in a fluid with the same optical density as the film base effectively 
stops the scattering of light so that the resulting image copy is largely free of defects. 



 
Since the advent of photography, this process has been applied in various forms to make cleaner 
reproductions. From the silent era through the 1950s, film was lacquered to fill in abrasions; when the 
smooth lacquer surface was damaged in printing, the lacquer was removed with solvent and reapplied to 
restore a uniform surface.  Laboratories used other processes, such as the application of acetone (to melt 
the film base) and drying the film against a glass wheel. This process essentially formed a new surface but 
also reduced the thickness of the film.  Another treatment from a 1930´s Kodak patent included scraping 
the base and applying acetone and acetic acid to the film, which may have contributed to advanced vinegar 
syndrome. 
 
At the end of the 1950s laboratories also developed "pitclear" systems where the film was immersed in a 
bath of perchlorethylene immediately before the the printer gate. This was a difficult process; too much 
fluid produced irregular thickness of the fluid coating, distorting the image; applying too little fluid would 
result in evaporation before the image was captured, causing streaking and irregular concealment of 
abrasion. In the early 1960s, John Luis developed the first full immersion liquid gate for Eye Opticals in New 
York. He designed his own printer movement, which fit the projector of Oxberry or Acme optical printers, 
and this eliminated many of the problems that affected gates later built for the traditional Bell and Howell 
or Mitchell movements. Luis's pin-registered design incorporated adjustable pitch to to compensate for film 
shrinkage. 
 
At roughly the same time, Peterson, Bell and Howell and others developed printers in which the original 
film is contact printed to a new piece of film while immersed in perchlorethylene. Wet contact printing 
offered improved speed (feet per minute rather than frames per minute), but has disadvantages - focus 
problems, inability to change formats or winds and a limited range of shrinkage handling. The thin layer of 
perchlorethylene between the two pieces of film causes measurable loss of resolution, especially when 
printing from dense b&w material such as a fine grain masters. These problems affected film printers, but 
not scanners, because there is no taking film in a scanner, only the sensor that captures the illuminated 
frame. 
 
Steadiness, focus and flatness are critical determinants for image quality. Most motion picture cameras 
register the film with two pins, one perf above the image. One pin fits the film exactly, and the second pin 
fits tightly in the vertical direction but allows play in the horizontal axis, a feature which  serves to prevent 
the film from twisting. Perf-to-perf differences in registration (due to variation in perforation) causes image 
jitter in devices that are edge-guided or that register using only the right perf. This is a particular problem 
with Techniscope. A typical copy lens at optimal aperture has a depth of field of a few thousandths of an 
inch. If the film is not positioned and maintained perfectly still during reproduction, the film can buckle, 
causing areas of the image to be unfocused. Both side of the glass on a liquid gate must be kept impeccably 
clean or fixed dirt will be photographed along with the image, and wet gate cleaning in production is a 
demanding and critical part of the process.  
 
Other strategies that have been tried in place of liquid gate printing, such as diffuse light and IR channel 
scanning only partially reduce the scanning defect but also reduce resolution. The infrared method 
addresses physical dirt and abrasion, but like other digital methods, replaces these defects with 
approximations resulting in an overall loss of image quality.  
 
Endemic problems of image capture such as unsteadiness, dirt and focus are time-consuming to fix 
digitally, and can never produce an image as satisfactory as one where the problems have been correctly 
addressed in scanning. Automated or manual processes which are deployed to address these problems only 
approximate the original image and destroy resolution on a sub-pixel level. While some deeply embedded 
dirt and abrasions that penetrate to the image-forming layers of the emulsion require subsequent address, 
more than 90% of what is imaged  as dirt on a frame of film is really surface damage. 
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In the early 1970´s, Mike Hamilton at Oxberry, developed the first commercially available liquid gate based 
on a Bell and Howell 2709 movement, and this device was eventually recognized with a technical Academy 
Award. Testing for the gate was done at E-effects by Janos Pylini and Balazs Nyari who later went on to 
found Cineric. In the late 1970´s, Hans Yage and Pat Matherson broke away from Oxberry to form 
Photographic Equipment Services, bought and integrated John Luis´s wetgate design and manufactured 
hundreds of 16mm and 35mm gates. The Seiki company of Japan also made their own optical printers with 
liquid gates based on a Mitchell movement with pitch adjust built into the design. In the early 1990s, 
Andres Schmitzer made liquid gates for contact printers, optical printers and telecines.   
 
As soon as digital scanning became common, there was interest in applying liquid gate techniques by 
adapting the designs created for optical printers. Oxberry, working with Balazs Nyari, developed a 3k film 
scanner based on their optical printer. This design proved to be effective for preservation work. The 
projector can take a gate for most formats from Super 8 through 70mm, and the positioning of camera and 
lens is effected by a lead screw which allows the image to be zoomed and framed to fit a CCD array. Cineric 
uses advanced scanners based on John Luis´s original gate design. These scanners incorporate 
improvements including a range of registration pins (to accommodate shrinkage and non-standard perfs), 
adjustments to compensate for the change in the distance between perfs caused by shrinkage, a mechanism 
that holds the film flat while being imaged, and a pump system that maintains even fluid pressure inside 
the gate to prevent bubbles. 
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Thursday, August 22, 2013   

            7:00pm:  Dessert reception 

8:00pm:  Screening   

Alamo Bay (Louis Malle, Columbia, 1985) 

Introduction by Curtis Clark 
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Friday, August 23, 2013 

8:00am – Doors open, coffee will be served 
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9:00am 

Introduction and Screening 
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Preserving Disney's Animated Short Films 

Flowers and Trees, 1932; The Old Mill, 1937; Toot Whistle Plunk and Boom, 1953 
Theo Gluck, The Walt Disney Studios 

 
From 1928 to 1978 the Walt Disney Studios produced over 450 animated short films showcasing artistic 
achievements as well as technical excellence.  While perhaps overshadowed by the popularity of the feature 
length films, the studio garnered fifteen Academy Awards for their animated shorts, and today's program 
will feature full restorations of three of those winners, each with a unique place not only in the studio's 
history, but they also mark important milestones in annals of American cinema.   The presentation will 
discuss not only the preservation and restoration of the shorts, but will also explore the need for 
reconstruction as well. 
 
Flowers and Trees (1932) was the first animated short to be awarded an Oscar, (and hence it is the Disney 
Studio's first Oscar).  This was also the studio's first color animated short, and the first commercial use and 
public exhibition of three-strip Technicolor. The Old Mill (1937) was the first animated subject to use the 
famed multi-plane camera apparatus, and as such constituted a test subject for both Snow White and 
Bambi. Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom (1953) was the first CinemaScope animated short, and was the last 



animated short to win an Oscar during Walt’s lifetime. Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom has been restored to 
its original 2.55:1 Cinemascope aspect ratio.  

��

 
Restoring the 1957 Academy Award-winning documentary Albert Schweitzer 

and 
A New Threat to Our Film Heritage:  Economic Elimination 

Thomas Bakels, Alpha-Omega Digital 
 
Film preservation is not simply a technical endeavor, but it is the activity that allows us to recover our 
cultural heritage in meaningful way. While the restoration projects that generate the most attention tend to 
be the feature films of the mainstream tradition, these are by no means the only important part of our 
motion picture legacy. The restoration of the Academy Award-winning documentary Albert Schweitzer is an 
outstanding example of the use of cinema to capture the essence of an exemplary life in its historical 
context.  
 
In March 1913, the young Dr. Albert Schweitzer sailed from the South of France to the African territory that 
is now the nation of Gabon and made his way to Lambaréné, where he founded a hospital that was 
intended to improve medical conditions in West Africa. Forty years into this extraordinary effort, 
photographer Erica Anderson and financier Jerome Hill encouraged Schweitzer to make a film about his 
experience. Between 1950 and 1953, Schweitzer, who would soon be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his 
work, shot and edited a 100-minute documentary, which he narrated in German. An 80-minute version of 
the film, narrated in English, was released in theaters in America in 1957 and won the Academy Award for 
Best Documentary. For the centenary of Dr. Schweitzer’s African initiative, the Albert-Schweitzer-
Foundation AISL wanted to restore the original version in order to re-acquaint modern audiences, 
especially in educational institutions, with the hard-won achievements of this important humanitarian role 
model. The Schweitzer Foundation commissioned Alpha-Omega to undertake the restoration. 
 
In the sixty years since the release of the film, the original edited 16mm Kodachrome was lost, and so the 
first step of the project was a three-year search for the best remaining elements. Over 250 reels of film shot 
by Erica Anderson and held in the Special Collections section of the library of Syracuse University were 
consulted, but the original film was not in this material, and the original remains lost to this day. 
Ultimately, the source of the restoration was a 35mm negative, an optical blow-up made directly from the 
original 16mm. This element, in addition to dirt and abrasion, had a visible drying error introduced in the 
processing of the negative, severely affecting about 45% of the entire film. The damage was extensive and 
drastic and could not be addressed using normal laboratory procedures. 
 
Alpha-Omega began a series of 2K scanning tests in order to find a way forward, and eventually, a highly 
unorthodox method was derived to address the problems of the element. Three scans were made. The first 
was a full-color scan which showed the defects clearly. A second scan in negative with a “nulled” blue layer 
(by use of a yellow filter) was made, and grading was applied to the third scan – also a negative. This third 
pass was made more difficult because of the necessity to grade the color as a negative – not something the 
emulsion, the grading system or the human eye was designed to do. The scans were digitally registered, and 
the ‘missing’ blue channel (that had been deliberately filtered out) was replaced by a new blue channel 
regenerated by a proprietary software tool developed for previous projects. The result of this complicated 
exercise is a quite natural color appearance.  
 
In the final product, some scenes still manifest a slight loss of yellow value, but the worst defects have been 
removed from the image, and the original qualities and message of the film can be experienced by new 
generations of viewers in a new digital form. The restored film was premiered in Schweitzer’s home town of 
Günsbach in Alsace on March 21st, 2013, a century after he began his great adventure, and the availability of 





this film help scholars and general audiences to understand and evaluate the humanitarian philosophy of 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer.   

* 
The second part of this presentation highlights a significant impediment to the process of film restoration 
and the migration of cinema to the new media ambient. A nexus of economic and legal complications is 
making it very difficult to clarify ownership and raise funding to perform restoration and migration of 
motion pictures. Filmmakers and owners are increasingly threatened by the collapse of the financial and 
legal entities that often control films and film elements. Many rights aggregators such as publishing houses 
– entities which absorb films and sometimes whole film libraries – have gone bankrupt, leaving resources 
under their control trapped in the complicated rules of dissolution and the claims of creditors. Elements in 
the care of private entities have been used as collateral, so film owners seeking to use the elements of a film 
are forced to bear the financial responsibilities of the failed companies. Film and audio laboratories and film 
storage companies (such as Filmlager Wilck, Bavaria Synchron, etc. in Bavaria – but this problem is not 
limited to any region) have gone into receivership, suspending access to the physical elements of thousands 
of films. Increasingly, banks are trying to impose dissolution costs on the film owners as a way of generating 
money for creditors of the bankrupt companies. The incorporation of small or regional facilities into large 
and economically focused business entities has led in some cases to the summary deaccession of vault 
materials.  
This is a crisis which extends beyond the ‘orphan’ film problem, as these cultural assets are increasingly 
held hostage by a financial system that cannot effectively monetize the assets and is fully ignorant of the 
requirements of preservation and migration. Thus, the difficulties of financial reconstruction due to society-
wide economic crises are contributing to the loss of film, exposing film elements to expended periods of 
inattention and deterioration, and ultimately impoverishing us financially and culturally.  
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Roots and Stems:  Superior Practice in Remastering Stereophonic Cinema 
Ellis Burman, Audio Mechanics 

 
As we preserve and migrate analog film resources, the ne plus ultra of image quality is the original negative. 
In audio restoration, the quality of new tools for extraction and processing as well as the widespread 
adoption of higher quality audio playback across all of the listening environments make it imperative to be 
able to capture and reproduce the richest audio possible. In the case of film resources, the ultimate quality 
can only be extracted from the original negative, as opposed to intermediates. Recourse to the original 
audio source – the stems -  is analogous to using the original negative.  The superiority of master mag stems 
over an LtRt printmaster for remastering Dolby stereo titles will be demonstrated.  The presentation will 
focus on the benefits of this approach, from the higher fidelity to the original it affords, to the reformatting 
that can result in a long-term preservation benefit. Examples will be played from titles recently worked on, 
and workflow requirements will also be discussed. 
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Self-Service Preservation 
Steve Kochak, Deluxe Media Services 

 
There are many options when it comes to choosing a long-term digital asset preservation system.  However, 
as studios increase their digital inventory of assets, some content owners are asking themselves, “What if I 
don’t want to place my elements in an in-house or third party system?”  A semi-automatic migration 
strategy will be explored for both “Hero” and “Second Class” element categories after initial data 
normalization has been completed.  Finally, a new theory attempting to explain “LTO Infant Mortality” will 
be described relating to impact damage of archival elements. 
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Reconstructing Bruce Conner’s Crossroads:  The Exploding Digital Inevitable 
Ross Lipman, UCLA Film and Television Archive 

 
In 1976 groundbreaking artist and filmmaker Bruce Conner released what was to be his magnum opus, a 36 
minute assemblage of atomic bomb test footage shot at the Bikini Atoll on July 25, 1946.  The film was 
accompanied by a brilliant dual score by legendary composer Terry Riley and synthesizer pioneer Patrick 
Gleeson, which, in tandem with a surreal beauty latent in the devastating images, comprised one of the 
most profound meditations on the nuclear era extant. 
 
Twenty years later, in 1996, the Pacific Film Archive in collaboration with the Academy Film Archive 
embarked on a then-authoritative preservation of the film in consultation with Conner. Now the UCLA 
Film & Television Archive, in a joint project with the Conner Family Trust and the Michael Kohn Gallery, 
has created a unique edition that seeks to faithfully interpret the film in digital presentation while 
simultaneously honoring the previous work and addressing traditional archival imperatives to respect 
medium specificity.  This undertaking involved a multi-tiered strategy of versioning, with different 
iterations intentionally created for different media forms and exhibition contexts. 
 
Of particular importance to the interpretive process was a 2003 standard definition video remastering 
conducted under the direct supervision of Conner.  This version not only included slight editorial changes, 
but critically, went back to the original 1/4" audio recordings made at Patrick Gleeson's Different Fur 
Studios.  Terry Riley's composition had been recorded in stereo, but the film was released in mono in 1976 
as the industry had not yet widely integrated the Dolby Stereo format.  
 
The current project closely examined the 2003 remastering, the 1996 preservation, and the original 1976 
production in generating its versions.  This presentation discusses Crossroads’ unique production history, 





as well as the archival issues surrounding the broad industrial changes that led to a significant new 
remastering and reconstruction of the film. 
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What Dilemma? A Realistic Approach to Digital Archiving 
Larry Blake, Swelltone Labs 

 
This presentation will re-direct concerns regarding digital archiving--speaking both of picture and sound--
from the sole concern of longevity of media to the crucial issue: how material is organized and documented. 
Although received wisdom often states, in effect, that "'digital archiving' is an oxymoron," the presentation 
will present an argument for the elimination of all "analog" elements--photochemical film and magnetic 
sound recordings--in the archiving of moving images today. This specifically includes items such as YCM 
separations that have been often put forth as the ne plus ultra of image preservation. 
 
The bad reputation ascribed to digital archiving is a result of a "perfect storm" of badly written delivery 
specifications, bad or non-existent "Rosetta Stone" documentation, and, lack of delivery standards. Often, 
non-essential items are requested in lieu of the most important elements, and attention to the digital 
delivery as less important than analog elements is typical. The author will outline detailed delivery 
specifications for moving images that can be applied to projects from small documentaries to the largest 
feature films. 
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4K, Image Quality and the Cinematographer 
John Bailey, ASC and Curtis Clark, ASC 

 
Motion picture production is rapidly evolving from film and hybrid film/digital models to all-digital capture 
and workflow. Join two of our most prominent cinematographers as they discuss issues such as the loss of 
film stocks, the demise of laboratories, and the resurrection of legacy images through 4k workflows. 4K 
scanning is capable of extracting more data than ever before from film elements, revealing aspects of 
images that haven’t been visible before. Processing techniques eliminate previously intractable faults and 
deterioration, but also may produce effects that are decidedly un-filmic. Curtis Clark and John Bailey have 
been shooting with both film and digital cameras for years.  Recently, both have been involved with 4K 
digital restorations of their early film work, and will be sharing some of those experiences and opinions in 
what is sure to be a wide-ranging and informed discussion with the audience. Come prepared with 
questions and be sure to catch the screening of Alamo Bay, a 4K restoration of Louis Malle’s film shot by 
Curtis Clark and the first film to be restored using the ACES workflow. 
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The Reel Thing Technical Symposium is organized and coordinated by Grover Crisp and Michael Friend 
 
The Reel Thing regularly video-records these proceedings. These recordings are the official record of the event and are the sole property of The 
Reel Thing. The intended use of these recordings is to produce publicly available programs which may appear on AMIA or other websites, and 
which may also be made available in other commercial and non-commercial contexts at the discretion of The Reel Thing. Attendance at this 
event constitutes your consent to appear without compensation in these recordings and in any versions of this event produced or authorized by 
The Reel Thing. The organizers of The Reel Thing are always interested in new and important developments in conservation, preservation, 
restoration and digital asset management.  If you have a project or a technology that you would like to share with the community, please contact 
us at any time during the year.  We are also interested in feedback, criticism, and suggestions for future presentations.  Let us know how we can 
make The Reel Thing better and more useful for you.  
 
  Grover Crisp                                                                                                                                                                                                      Michael Friend 
  grover_crisp@spe.sony.com                                                                                                                                                 michael_friend@spe.sony.com 
  (310) 244- 7416                                                                                                                                                                                                  (310) 244 -7426 
 


